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GatorExpress Quick Start Guide

This help article will show you how to create a Gator Express campaign. Gator Express takes
all your system defaults and applies the settings automatically to the campaign. If you wish
to change your system settings you need to go into CommuniGator and click on the tools-
system settings tab.

Logging into Gator Express

In order to get logged onto Gator Express you will need to create a Gator Express campaign.
The below steps will show you how to create a new Gator express campaign in CommuniGator.

1. Select New Gator Express and you will be taken into GatorExpress in a new tab.

Setting up the Gator Express Campaign

Once you have created a campaign name and click add Gator Express you will be taken to the
screen above. This allows you to set up the campaign.

1) Campaign Name: Is the name that you have created in CommuniGator- this can also be
changed in Gator Express and will update in CommuniGator automatically providing you have
saved it in Gator express.
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2) By clicking on the folder you will be presented with the folder structure of your campaigns
inside of CommuniGator.

3) This is where you select the template that you would like to use for your Gator Express
campaign. The templates are the same templates as you have in CommuniGator.

4) Opens up the CommuniGator template file which allows you to select the template, that you
would like to use as the Gator express template. These templates must contain merge fields or
article blocks to be able to proceed.

5) This is where you insert your engaging subject line for the email, don't worry you can always
change this at a later date.

6) Allows for you to insert custom fields in the subject line.

7) Once you have created the campaign name, selected the template and subject line that you
would like to use for this campaign you can click create campaign this will take you to the next
page of creating your Gator Express campaign.

8) We also provide you with the option to use a previous campaign if you wish to, when clicking
on the folder icon it will display a list of campaigns previously used in CommuniGator.

Content
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After you have created the campaign you will then be taken to to the content page, this is where
you are able to insert content into the merge fields created on the template, as well as change
the image on the template if you wish.

1 and 2) This is where you insert the content for the email- this will automatically update on the
screen next to it so you can see a preview of the email when adding text to it.

3) This is where you can change the image, by selecting the image button it allows you to pick
any image you would like to use from CommuniGator. It also allows you to upload an image
which will re-size automatically.

4) This isa preview of what your email looks like, when you add content into the content fields it
will update automatically.

5) Once you are happy with the content you can move onto the Article section, but don't worry
as you can always go back if you would like to change any of the content.

Articles

This is the section when you create/use previous article blocks in the system. Just because they
are called article block does not mean you have to just insert articles into the blocks you can
also use them for many different tasks.
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If you are familiar with creating articles in CommuniGator this will be a similar process.

1) The drop down box that appears at the top allows you to select the Article Block that you
wish to add the article to.

2) If you wish to add an article to the article block click on the plus sign, if you wish to remove
the article click on the minus sign and it will remove the article.

3) This is the section where you provide the title of the article block.

4) This is where you insert the Body of the email. The icons that appear at the top of the email
are: Bold, Italics, Underline, Headings, Bullet points, Numeric Bullet Points, Centre aligned,
aligned to the left, Tracked links, remove tracked links, personalisation, View the raw HTML

5) When clicking on the small image it will change the image of the article block, this will be re-
sized automatically. You also have the option to upload the image from your computer which
will again re-size automatically for you.

6) If linking to a website you have the option to insert the websites URL.

7) You can also change the read more link to: See this article, More or you can create your own
text for the read more link by selecting the option Custom Link Text.

8) Will update how the email looks automatically, so you can see what it looks like.

Text

After editing your articles the next section to complete is the text version.

1) you have the option to add a view in browser link
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2) Provides you with the option to add an unsubscribe link.

At CommuniGator we deem it to be best practice to have a brief description of the email add a
view in browser link and an unsubscribe link.

Send

The send section in Gator Express allows you to send yourself a test, select the audience, select
the unsubscribe field, count the audience, run an inbox checker (this will take you back into the
CommuniGator Campaign.) and check & initiate (this will take you back into the CommuniGator
Campaign).

1) Enter the email address that you would like to send your test to.

2) Click send test and the test will appear in your inbox.

3) Select the audience that you would like to use for this campaign.

4) By clicking on the folder it will take you to the list of groups that appear in your
CommuniGator system.

5) Allows you to select the unsubscribe field that you would like to use.

6) Once you have selected your audience you will be able to count the audience, the figure will
only provide you with the final audience number. If you would like a break up of the opt out
and undeliverable's contacts of that audience you will need to go into the campaign within
CommuniGator and count the audience.
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7) The inbox check will start to run an inbox checker in CommuniGator it will open a new tab so
you can still go back to Gator express whist it is running. However when it re-directs you to
CommuniGator you will need to click on the initiate an inbox check.

8) Once you are happy with the campaign and the way your creative email works you can click
the Check & initiate button, this will re-direct you through to the CommuniGator initiation
process, where you can make sure everything has a green tick. If they all have a green tick or if
you are happy with the set up you can initiate the campaign.

9) Whilst you are in the final process of setting up the send you can preview what the creative
email looks like. You also have the option to change the subject line if you have any last minute
changes that you would like to make.

Show Advance Options on the Send tab

The Show Advanced Options is a new update to CommuniGator which provides you with the
additional options:

1) Create a Sender Ailas

2) Sender Email which allows you to change the beginning of the email address and also allows
for you to select that you would like the domain providing that domain has been added into
your CommuniGator instance

3) The reply to option allows you to enter a reply to address.
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How to Convert Your Template to
GatorExpress

Once GatorExpress has been enabled to your CommuniGator instance and you have got
your first template converted for free, you will be able to convert any existing templates
into GatorExpress compatible templates.

GatorExpress campaigns consist of Article Blocks and Merge fields.

Copying your first template

The first step is to copy an existing template as this means you will still have a copy of the that
template either as a backup or to continue to use for Editor based emails.

1. Click Add New template and this will provide you with the option to name the new
template.

2. This is where you select the template that you would like to copy.
3. Click add. When the screen refreshes it will direct you into the editor.
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How To Insert a Merge Field

This step will show you how to insert a Merge Field. Anything set as merge field in the template
will appear in Gator Express under the content section. The font style, colour and size will need
to be set within the template.

1. Highlight the text that you would like to change to a Merge Field.
2. Click on the custom links drop down.
3. Expand Merge Fields.
4. Select the Merge field that you would like to associate that text with, you are

currently only able to have 10 Merge fields appear in a CommuniGator Campaign.
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How to set an image as a content image

A content image allows you to change the image within GatorExpress, meaning you don't have
to go back into the editor to change the image.

1. Select the Image.
2. Click on the set Content Image button.
3. Enter the name for the content image, this name is for your reference only and will

appear in the Content tab of GatorExpress.

How to Insert Article Blocks
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Article blocks can be used for all different types of design, they do not necessarilly have to be
used for articles. In the CommuniGator system we have many different article block styles.

1. Remove the text in the area that you would like the article block to be placed in.
2. Click the Article Block button on the right hand side
3. Enter an Article Block Identifier, this helps you distinguish which article block is which.

Selecting the Article Block Template

This section allows you to browse through all the different article blocks available, don't worry
you are able to changes to the Font style, colour and size as well as change the back ground to
match your document in the next step.

Once you have found the article block design that you wish to use simply click on that article
block.
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Changing the Article Block Style

After selecting the article block that you wish to use you have the option to adjust the styling of
that article block. The option is available at the top of the screen, titled Show Style Options.

1. Click the option show style options, this will then present you with the the screen
above.

2. Allows you to select the font style for the article block
3. Modified Styles, if you have used this article block before it will save you styles so you

can select the style that you would like to use.
4. Font Colours, the first font colour changes the Title of the Article, the second Font

Colour changes the body of the text and the third font colour changes the colour of
the read more link.

5. Main Colours, this section allows you to change the border around the image as well
as the background colour, the first option is for the border and the second option is
for the background for the body of the template.

6. Font Sizes, allows you to change the Font Size of the text. The first size is for the title,
the second option is to change the main body and the third option is to change the
read more link.

Once you are happy with how your article block looks you can click on the save and close
button that appears at the top window.
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Changing the Colour

Click on the arrow that is highlight below, this will present you with the colour palette. If you
would like to add the HEX or the RGB Value in for a colour click on the RGB sliders button and
you will be presented with that option.
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Editing Images in GatorExpress

The image editor within Gator Express allows you to edit your image with little effort and
without the need to have another piece of software.

Accessing the Editor

Lets take the following example, this template contains 2 images (1 and 2). To change the image
you just need to click on the corresponding buttons (3 and 4) on the left and change the images.
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How to edit an image

As an example we changed in the template the "Right Image" (2) by clicking on the button (1)
and selecting an image.

Editing the image
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After clicking the button for the image we get the above window, in this example we will select
the image (1), after selecting the image, to open the editor, we just need to click the button
"Edit" (2)

The editor

After clicking the "Edit" button we get the above image that we can split into 2 main areas:

1. Image tools - where we have all the available tools to edit the image
2. Image area - the area that contains the image and you will be able to interact to

change it.
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Edit example - Crop

As an example we will crop the image we edited, in the toolbar we clicked on "Crop" (1).

To select the crop area you can:

1. Use the drag points 2,3,4,5
2. Type the exact size in pixels you wish your new image to be (6)

At any point you can abort this action by clicking "Cancel" (7).

If you wish to move the crop area, you just need to place the mouse in the center of the area
and drag it to the desired location.

When you are happy with the crop, you can click "Apply" (9) to apply the changes to the image
and when you are done with the edit, just hit "Save" (10)
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GatorExpress FAQ

Here are some answers to common questions that have been asked about GatorExpress, if
you would like to know anything else, please contact your account manager or email
support@communigator.co.uk

Is GatorExpress free?
Yes, GatorExpress is a free addition to the CommuniGator platform for all hosted customers. If
you are an existing CommuniGator customer with the GatorMail application then you can use
GatorExpress with no additional charge.

When will GatorExpress be available?
GatorExpress is now available for all hosted customers, but our Support Team must enable it
on your account for you to be able to access it. We are conducting one to one sessions with
clients to help you get the best out of GatorExpress and set it up.

For your invitation to be onboarded onto GatorExpress, you must have attended one of our
preview webinars or watched a recording of the webinar. You can book onto a session or watch
the video here: http://www.communigator.co.uk/gatorexpress/

We will then follow up with you accordingly.

Can I use GatorExpress with GatorMail?
Yes. Everything you do in GatorExpress automatically synchronises back into GatorMail and you
can work on elements of your campaign in either application. Certain features in GatorMail will
prevent you from loading a campaign in GatorExpress, but normally, you can use both
applications interchangeably. As the whole purpose of GatorExpress is to keep things simple,
there are lots of functions that are only available in GatorMail, but you can still use
GatorExpress to rapidly author your email.

Can I use GatorExpress with a campaign from CRM?
Yes. You can push a campaign and audience across from CRM in the same way as normal. You
then have the option to edit that campaign in GatorExpress as long as you have not

Can I use GatorExpress on mobile and tablet devices
GatorExpress has been tested on iPads and other tablets, but is not currently usable on
mobiles.
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How do I create a template for GatorExpress?
GatorExpress uses existing functionality within the GatorMail Editor to make templates. There
are two main types of editable content that you can use in GatorExpress:

1. Merge/Content Fields
2. Article Blocks

If you are already familiar with these functions, then you can start creating templates for
GatorExpress, but our Support team will help change one of your existing templates to work
with GatorExpress as part of the onboarding process. We will then be running more detailed
training in the coming weeks for creating additional templates.

Can I use GatorExpress as an on-premise customer?
GatorExpress is not currently available to deploy on-premise. It can only be used as part of our
hosted solution. Speak to your Account Manager about your migration options if you have an
on premise deployment of CommuniGator.

How do I create articles for GatorExpress
Articles are automatically created when you author a campaign with article blocks in
GatorExpress and saved so that the same content can be used in other campaigns. If you
modify an article then the same changes will be made to any other email campaigns that
contain the same article. The article function is also available in GatorMail and syncs seemlessly
between GatorExpress

Can I use Article Rules with GatorExpress?
The Article Rule functionality is not currently available in GatorExpress. You can apply article
rules in GatorMail after you have authored your campaign in GatorExpress, but you would no
longer be able to modify the campaign in GatorExpress from that point.

How do I change who the email is from in GatorExpress?
GatorExpress will take the default Sender Address and Sender Alias from your System Defaults
when you create a campaign in GatorExpress. You cannot change this in GatorExpress, but
once you have built your campaign, you can modify these fields in GatorMail as you would
normally do.

What will the Support Team do to my template during
onboarding?
To help you get up and running with something you're already familiar with, we will take on of
your existing templated email designs and add the relevant code to it to make it work in
GatorExpress. This may include article blocks and/or content fields depending on the nature of
the template.
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Will the Support Team make my template responsive?
If your template is already coded responsively, then we will maintain that formatting in your
template for GatorExpress. However we will not recode an existing template to make it
responsive as part of the onboarding. You can get a range of free responsive templates that are
compatible with GatorExpress separately here: http://www.communigator.co.uk/responsive/

Our Design Team can also create bespoke templates that work responsively and with
GatorExpress, this is a chargeable activity and can be arranged via your account manager.
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Stage Two Exercise - Creating an Email
Navigating around the Editor

1. Convert selected text / image to ‘View in Browser’ link
2. Convert selected text / image to Landing Zone link
3. Convert selected text / image to Website link
4. Convert selected text / image to Document link
5. Convert selected text / image to Survey link
6. Convert selected text to Unsubscribe link
7. Convert selected text to Send to a Friend link
8. Insert Template
9. Insert Salutation

10. Insert Article Block
11. Insert Image
12. Change selected text’s colour
13. Insert Custom Link
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Hover on Creative and select Email

Click Add New Email

Type [yourname] newsletter and click Add

When the Editor loads, click the Insert Template icon
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Leave the radio button on the default My Template
selection and click Next

Select the Gator Training design

When the template loads, highlight 'View the Demo'

Click the Insert Weblink icon from the right hand side
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Type in the URL and add an Alias. Then click Insert

Highlight 'Download the Guide'

Click the Insert Document link from the right hand side
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Select the Marketing Guide.pdf from the Reference folder
and add a Tooltip alias. Click Insert

Highlight the text '(PLACE COMPANY IMAGE HERE)

Click on the Image Manager icon from the top menu
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Select the 'Template_logo.jpg' from the _GatorTraining
folder and click Insert to place the image into the Editor

Highlight 'View in Browser'

Click on the Insert View in Browser icon from the right
hand menu
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Highlight the 'Send to a Friend' text

Click on the Send to Friend icon

Highlight 'FirstName'

Click 'Custom Links' from the top menu and click on the +
symbol next to Person
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Select 'FirstName'

The code with be placed into the design to pull in your data

Highlight 'Take me to the library' in article 1

Click the Insert Weblink icon from the right hand side
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Type in the URL and add an Alias. Then click Insert

Highlight 'Show me the Planner' in article 2

Click the Insert Document link from the right hand side
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Select the Campaign Planner.pdf from the Reference folder
and add a Tooltip alias. Click Insert

Highlight '(PLACE THE MAN IMAGE HERE)'

Click on the Image Manager icon from the top menu
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Select the 'man.jpg' from the _GatorTraining folder and
click Insert to place the image into the Editor

Highlight the 'use this link' text in the footer

Click on the Unsubscribe icon on the right hand side

Highlight the 'Send to a Friend' text
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Click on the Send to Friend icon

Click Save and Close when finished to ensure your design is
saved correctly

Click Preview from the main Email screen to view your
design
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Your design will open in a pop up window

The preview will show content based on the first contact in the database. If merge fields appear
blank it is because the field is empty.

Please note: The preview is purely cosmetic. Your links will not work until you send a test.
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Stage Three
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Creating an Email

Exercise

1: Exercise - Creating an Email

Please use this page to guide you whilst carrying out the questions on the following page.

A preview of what the completed email should look like is on the final page. Please ask your
trainer if you need any help.

1. Convert selected text / image to View In Browser link
2. Convert selected text / image to Landing Zone link
3. Convert selected text / image to Website link
4. Convert selected text / image to Document link
5. Convert selected text / image to Survey link
6. Convert selected text to Unsubscribe link
7. Convert selected text to Send to a Friend link
8. Insert Template
9. Insert Salutation

10. Insert Article Block
11. Insert Image
12. Change selected text’s colour
13. Insert Custom Link
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The Steps
1. Create a new email called “[yourname] newsletter”.
2. Insert the template called “Gator Training” from the ‘Your Templates’ section. (Item 8)
3. Highlight the ‘view the Demo’ link and set as a web link to ‘www.communigator.co.uk/

videos’ with an Alias of “Demo”. Apply the google analytics tracking. (Item 3)
4. Highlight the ‘Download the Guide’ link and use Document Manager to link to the

marketing guide within the references folder. (Item 4)
5. Remove ‘Place image here’ text and use Image Manager to insert the ‘companylogo’

image from the gatortraining folder. (Item 11)
6. Highlight the ‘View in Browser’ text and set it as a view in browser link. (Item 1)
7. Highlight ‘Send to a Friend’ and convert it to a Send to a Friend link. (Item 7)
8. Within the first article, remove where it says ‘FirstName’ and replace with the merge

field of ‘FirstName’ using the custom links drop down list. (Item 13)
9. Within the first article select the ‘tell me more’ link and set it as landing zone link with

a reference of 1. (Item 2)
10. Within article 2 convert ‘take me to the library’ to a website link to

‘www.communigator.co.uk/videos’ and use an Alias of “Video Library” (Item 3)
11. Within Article 3 convert the “Show me the Planner” to a document link using

Document Manager. (Item 4)
12. Highlight ‘Contact Me’ from within the top section of the email, under the logo image,

and convert it to a Landing zone link, with a reference of 2. (Item 2)
13. The bottom of the email contains some text that includes an unsubscribe and Send

to a Friend option. Set them (items 6 and 7)
14. ‘Save and Close’ the email and use the ‘HTML Preview’ link to see your design.

(The preview will show content based on the first contact in the database. If merge fields
appear blank it is because the field is empty)
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The Finished Article

Your email should look similar to the picture above.

(The preview is purely cosmetic. Your links will not work until you send a test.)
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Landing Zones

You’ve now seen how to create a Landing Zone. Landing Zones can be used for a range for
things such as a ‘more information’ page, a personalised profile page or a web capture form
should you have the functionality available to you in your package. Landing Zone’s can also
be linked together within a campaign in order to create a micro site.

Landing Zones can also be used to hold information that is campaign specific for a
particular piece of information that, by a contact landing on the page shows that they were
interested in the topic.

2: Exercise - Creating a Landing Zone
1. Create a new Landing Zone called ‘[your name] contact’.
2. Insert the template called ‘Generic’ from the ‘your templates’ section.
3. Write the following text into the template.
4. “Thank you for your request, someone will be in touch shortly”
5. Insert a table with 3 rows and 2 columns where indicated.

6. Save and close the page.
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Group Based on Contacts

You are now going to create a Group based on contact data that already is stored in
Communigator. The group is based upon rules so will have the ability to refresh based on
new contact being added that meet the criteria, this group can be used on a single
campaign or multiple campaign’s:

3: Exercise - Group Based on Contacts

1. Create a new group called ‘[Your Name] Post Code Group’

2. Click add rule
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3. Now create a rule based on the contact rule that has a post code that equals to RH and click
add.

4. Now create a rule based on the contact rule that has a post code that equals to SE and click
add.

5. Now change the And command to an Or command and click up date count

Note: Your count may differ to the screen shot above

6. Now save & close
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Triggered Notifications

These are emails that are triggered to send once a contact clicks through to a landing zone.
These are not the same as follow up actions since follow up’s can only be sent to contacts.

Notifications can be sent to a contact also but can also be sent internally to let you know
that a contact has carried out an action. This happens as soon as the action is complete.

Some uses for notifications:

Contact clicks a link that says ‘Please send me some more information on this topic’. This
can then send a single email back to the contact, not a full campaign.

Contact clicks a link to say ‘Please renew my subscription’. This can then generate an email
back to the contact thanking them for their renewal, whilst also emailing the accounts team
all of the contact’s details so they may raise an invoice.

Contact clicks a link that says ‘Please contact me’. This then sends an email to the account
manager asking them to call their customer.

3: Exercise - Triggered Notifications
You are now going to create a Triggered Notification that will send an email to an account
manager when a contact clicks on the ‘Contact Me’ link within your email. This will be done in
two parts:

• The email to be sent (The Notification)
• The sending mechanism (The Trigger)

3.1 The Notification Email
7. Create a new blank email called ‘[Your Name] contact customer’

8. Type the following text “Request for contact. Please contact your customer below”

9. Insert a table with 3 rows and 2 columns.

10. Insert the following text into the table, including the custom links
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11. Feel free to style this email (Fonts etc) however you like.

12. Save & Close.

3.2 The Notification Trigger
The trigger is an action that is attached to a landing zone at campaign level. This will also
include the email that should be sent once that particular landing zone has been hit by a
contact, As well as details of who to send to and subject line etc.

1. Open your campaign and go to the landing zone tab.

2. Click on the attached landing zone pencil (this will open further options on the page)

3. Click ‘Add’ next to notifications grid.
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4. Fill in the form, selecting the notification email you created in 4.1.

5. Apply.

6. Now send yourself a test.
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Campaign Planner
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Editor Course
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Exercise One

In this exercise we look at styling our email, adding and editing images, creating trackable
links, utilising the properties barand inspecting the HTML bread crumb trail. Work your way
through the steps with reference to the screenshots above them to complete the exercise.

Styling text in the HTML editor

1. Create a new email and name it ‘[Your Name] Newsletter’.’

2. Insert the template called ‘Editor Course’ from the ‘My Templates’ section.

3. Highlight the text ‘Welcome to my newsletter’ and apply the following font styles:

• Font face: Arial
• Size: 16px
• Weight: Bold
• Add #5D9731 (Green) to the colour palette and set the title to this colour.
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4. Change the text of 'We have a great selection of hints and tips this week' by applying the
following font styles:

• Font face: Arial
• Size: 16px
• Apply the font colour of white (#ffffff) from the colour palette.

5. Change the text of 'Learn how to style your emails...' by applying the following font styles:

• Font face: Arial
• Size: 22px
• Weight: Bold
• Add #FF6600 (Orange) to the colour palette and apply this colour to the title.

6. Go to a web page of your choosing and use the content to replace the text under 'Learn how
to style your emails...' Use Notepad or the ‘Paste as Plain Text’ button to retain styling and
format.
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Editing tables in the HTML editor

1. Place your cursor in the cell that contains the text 'Learn how to style your emails...' apply the
following table properties:

• Background colour #ebf1dd

• Set the content of the cell to center alignment.
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• Place your courser within the cell, select the table from the bread crumb trail and set the
table to center alignment.

• With the table still selected, change the background colour to #FF6600 (Orange).

Adding Images

1. Select the logo image and delete it.

2. Select the Image Manager and locate the folder call 'Editor_Course_Training.' Select the
properties tab and set the Alt text, Title text, Long Description to Gator Logo.

3. Insert the image file 'Gator_Logo.'
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4. Select the image banner displayed as 570x200 (note the image size in the properties bar is
not the same – this is due to borders being added in design view) always check your image
sizes.

5. Delete the image.

6. Select the image manager and locate the folder called 'Editor_Course_Training.' Locate the
image file 'Golden_Ticket.' Check the properties of the image and set the Alt text, Title text, Long
Description to 'The Golden Ticket.'

7. Resize the image to 570x199, add your name to the file extension, save and insert the image.
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Adding links

1. Select the 'Read More' text and create a link to your website ensuring to to using the 'Insert
Web Link' icon located on the right hand side tool bar.

2. Change the link colour by placing your cursor within the link text (do not highlight) and select
the font colour of white to change the link text back to its original colour.

3. Select the 'Golden Ticket' image and create another link to your website. After you have
created the link, makes sure the image is selected and apply a border width of 0.
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Exercise Two

In this exercise we look at converting your existing template in to a GatorExpress enabled
version.

Copy & Paste
1. Go to the email that you created for exercise one & copy the HTML code.

2. Create a new template called 'Your Name GE.'

3. Paste in the HTML code

Adding in Content/Merge Fields

1. Replace the text 'Welcome to my newsletter' and add in 'Merge field 1.'

2. Replace the text directly underneath and add in 'Merge field 2.'

3. Replace the text 'We have a great selection of hints and tips this week' and add in 'Merge field
3.'
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Set Image

1. Select the 'Golden Ticket' image and click on the 'Set Content Image.' Provide a name of 'Main
Image.'

Adding in an article block

1. Remove the article text underneath the image.

2. Insert an article block from the right hand side tool bar.
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3. Name article block 'Main Article.'

4. Select an article block that is responsive and contains an image.

5. Save & close.
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Training Walk Throughs
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Exercise - How to Create an Attribute
(Business Objects)

Navigate to Tools/Business Objects

Create a new Attribute

1. Create the name of your Attribute (displayed in the database) you could use
Membership as an example or create your own

2. Create the Display Name (this is the visible name of the Attribute, shown in areas
such as custom links) this can be the same as the "Attribute Name" and shouldn't
contain any spaces.

3. Select your data type, for this exercise please select a data type of Text
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Other data types

1. Text - For collecting or using data such as First Name, Post Code etc...
2. Number - This can be used for collecting Membership number, contact ID etc...
3. True/False - This can be used to collect contact preferences (A preference field means

it is a 'yes' or 'no' (boolean) value and will appear as a check box on the contact
screen)

4. Date - This can be used to collect the date from a web capture form, date of an a
event, training etc

5. Drop Down - This type is used when a attribute may hold multiple values, they are
separated by comma's when importing data.

Testing

Select a test contact from Audience/contacts
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Select the Personal Tab, then select "Client's Custom Details"

Find your new attribute and provide a value to test with.

Save and close
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Test using an Email or Landing Zone

1. Create a new email or Landing Zone and select from custom links/Person your new
attribute.

Save & Preview
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Note: Preview uses the first contact in the database, if you are not able to edit the contact you
will need to test via a campaign and select the appropriate contact to mimic.
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Exercise - Creating Dynamic Content

What is Dynamic Content?

Dynamic Content allows you to create one message, but include tailor made content
based on your audiences preference or personal data. There are many areas of the
CommuniGator software where this can be put to good use for example emails,
Landing Zones and Surveys

Example of collection of data for Dynamic Content:

This is an example of collection of data but this can be collected via surveys or just a simple
import of data!
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Example of Dynamic Content in use:

In this example the contact has only chosen Rock Music but the design is set up to be adapted if
the contact had chosen both preferences or one or the other.

Step 1.

Create an email

Step 2.
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Insert a template of your choice & select an area to place your dynamic content

Step 3.

Click on the "IF" icon in the CommuniGator toolbar on the right to insert or edit dynamic
content

Step 4.

Create a name to identify your dynamic content block

Step 5.
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Select add condition

Step 6.

Provide a description of your rule "Post code - RH" or the value you entered from the group
based exercise.

Step 7.

Select 'Rules'

Click on "Add Rule"

Select the Attribute Name of "PostCode"

Select the operator of "(=) Equals To"
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Type in the value of RH or the value you used for the group exercise

Step 8.

Select "Contente" and supply the above text. Change the post code value if you are relating to
another value

Save and Close

Step 9.

Repeat this step by clicking 'Add Condition' but using the post code of "SE" or again.

Save and close
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Dynamic Content Window

Your dynamic content will now supply the correct information for the contact based on there
post code value.

Preview

Now test your email.
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Exercise - Refresh Non Recurring (Campaign)

This exercise to help you build Refresh Non Recurring based campaigns.

You can use these to:

Leave the door open and add new contacts through the lifespan of the campaign

Website sign up campaigns, e.g. thanks for signing up for hints & Tips, thanks for registering
for the event...

Preference based campaigns, a contact meets a condition of the group used for the
campaign and is sent a email.

Step 1.

Non CRM Integrated:

Create a new CSV file and import to a new group called your name Refresh via "Audience" and
"CSV Import"

If you need help on creating a group via import CSV please see the Online Help.

CRM Integrated:

Please create the audience in CRM but make sure the group is Refresh/Dynamic
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Step 2.

Create a new campaign called "your name Refresh Non Recurring"

Click add

Note: If you are integrated make sure your campaign is passed across from your CRM with your
refresh/dynamic audience group

Step 3.

Within the details section select the action type of "Refresh Non-recurring"

Important!

Make sure the close date is at the point you no longer wish to add in new audience
members.
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Step 4.

A. Select the audience tab

B. Browse and select your audience (If using CRM your audience should already be attached.

C. Count audience!

Step 5.

Select the email tab, browse for an email of your choice and provide a subject line.
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Attach Email.

Step 6.

Test the campaign!

Save & Close

Step 7.
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Step 8.

Non CRM Integrated:

Now repeat Step 1 but this time add in a new test contact to the same audience group that is
attached to your campaign.

If you need help on creating a group via import CSV please see the Online Help.

CRM Integrated:

Update the audience group in CRM with a new test contact but make sure the group is Refresh/
Dynamic

Now hang out by your inbox!
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Exercise - Group Based on Contacts

Create a Group based on contact data that is stored in Communigator. The group is based
upon rules so will have the ability to refresh, based on new contacts being added that meet
the criteria. This group can be used on a single campaign or multiple campaigns.

The Group

Please note:To participate in this exercise you will be required to edit or create two test
contacts in Communigator with the post code value of RH for one and SE for the other!
(Please see the "How to Create an Attribute (Business Objects)"

1. Create a new group called ‘[Your Name] Post Code Group’

2. Click add rule
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3. Now create a rule based on the contact rule that has a post code that equals to RH and click
add.

4. Now create a rule based on the contact rule that has a post code that equals to SE and click
add.

5. Now change the And command to an Or command and click up date count

Note: Your count may differ to the screen shot above

6. Now save & close
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Exercise - Creating a Web Capture form

Why use web Capture?

Web capture is an invaluable asset to any business allowing you to collect new data on
existing contacts i.e. personal information & event/newsletter sign up or even an
Unsubscribe preference centre! As well as being able to update existing contact information
to insure that you have the highest level of data available with no manual effort needed. It’s
also worth noting that web capture is available under tools, this can be added to your
website to collect new contact data.

Landing Zone Example:
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Tools/Web Capture Example:

Creating a sign up form (Tools/Web Capture)

1. Create a new Web Capture Form
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2. Insert a table 4x2

3. Add:

First Name

Last Name

Email

4. Place your cursor in to the top right hand cell and click insert web capture
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Web Capture details

1. Add name of field
2. Select the tick box (allows contact mapping)
3. Map to the correct field in the contact data base
4. Select your question field type
5. Click next

6. Set as mandatory

7. Change text to First Name Missing

8. Click Finish

7. Repeat this step for Last Name & Email (Email= EmailLogin)
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8. Now place your cursor in the bottom right hand side of the table

9. Click on insert Web Capture submit button

10. Create the text of "Submit"

11. supply a thank you message

12. Provide a group a group name (this could be attached to a campaign)

13. Click Next
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14. Click Finish (this option is selected to approve all data entry's but you are able to allow this
to go straight back to the data base)

Add the form to your web page

15. select the details tab

16. select the URL and past in to a browser; Test!

17. Happy with your test you can now add the code to the Iframe on your website

18. Save & close

Example:
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Note to retrieve contact data with summary approval
switched on you will need to go to reporting and Data
Cleanse
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Exercise - Lead Score

Creating Lead Score Categories (Tools - Lead Score Setup)

This is a great way of keeping tabs on your hottest leads and identifying the cold
ones!

Step 1.

Create a Lead Score category named ‘Electronics’.
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Step 2.

Leave the default score values as they are but change the score aliases as follows. Remember
to click on ‘Update’ for each one. (In a live scenario these scores are likely to be higher).

• Mild: 4

• Warm: 8

• RedHot: 12

Repeat the above process to create a new score named ‘Home’.

Create a new email and insert the template of your choice create three articles to link from.
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Step 3.

Set the first two article links to landing zones 1 and 2, attaching the same Lead Score categories
of Electronics.

Set the third to Landing zone 3 select a lead score category of Home.

Save & Close your email

Step 4.

Create a Landing Zone using a template or from scratch supply the text of "This is a Lading
Zone used for testing Lead Score"
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Step 5.

1. Create a new campaign

2. Attach your email

3. attach your landing zone 3 times each time using reference number 1 to 3

Step 6. (Test)
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Step 7.

We would recommend that you now initiate the campaign

You will find the reporting tools for for Lead Score under the advanced reporting tab
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Exercise - Campaign Series

Campaign series is a great way of sending a series of predefined messages to your
audience in a predefined timescale. This could range from a single email to as many as you
can build. The sending can be set for immediate, hours, days, weeks, months, or even
years!

Examples:

Video tutorials

Hints & Tips

Educational material

Promotional offer count down

Example:
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Step 1.

Create 3 emails each with the heading of CS1,2,3. You can create further content within these
emails, links etc... to add to your testing

Step 2.

Create 3 campaigns and attach the 3 emails that you created to each one, CS1 email to CS1
campaign etc...

On each campaign you must make sure that each one has the action type of "Campaign Series"
selected

Make sure the end date of your campaign will not expire before you need the email to be sent

Note: The audience tab has been removed as the audience is attached on the Campaign
Series level under tools & Campaign Series
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Step 3. (Test!)

Test!

Step 4.

Initiate all 3 campaigns!

Note: These will not be sent to any audience members as yet as they have no audience
members associated with them
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Step 5.

Create a new campaign series found under tools

Step 6. (Campaign series setup)

1. The name you created for the series.

2. Select your audience group.

3. Select Action Type;

Static (contact count will remain the same)

Refresh Non-recurring (Contact count can increase if you add new members to the group)

Note: When a new contact is added they will start at the being of the series.

4. If you would like to suppress contacts during the series, this will need to be selected. You will
need an exclude group within the current group that is attached to the series for this to work.
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For more information on excluding groups please refer to the groups section within the Online
Help.

5. Select series start date

6. Series end date (this will stop any new contacts being added to the series)

Campaign Selection

Select each campaign CS1,2,3

Set the first campaign "CS1" to be sent Immediate

CS2 & CS3 should each be set with one hour delays

Example:

Step 8.

Initiate the Campaign Series
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Results

1. View results of all campaigns within the series

2. View results individually of each campaign used within the series
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Exercise - Triggered Notifications

These are emails that are triggered to send once a contact clicks through to a landing zone.
These are not the same as follow up actions since follow up’s can only be sent to contacts.

Notifications can be sent to a contact also but can also be sent internally to let you know
that a contact has carried out an action. This happens as soon as the action is complete.

Some uses for notifications:

Contact clicks a link that says ‘Please send me some more information on this topic’. This
can then send a single email back to the contact, not a full campaign.

Contact clicks a link to say ‘Please renew my subscription’. This can then generate an email
back to the contact thanking them for their renewal, whilst also emailing the accounts team
all of the contact’s details so they may raise an invoice.

Contact clicks a link that says ‘Please contact me’. This then sends an email to the account
manager asking them to call their customer.

Exercise Triggered Notifications

You are now going to create a Triggered Notification that will send an email to an account
manager when a contact clicks on the ‘Contact Me’ link within your email. This will be done
in two parts:

• The email to be sent (The Notification)
• The sending mechanism (The Trigger)
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Step 1.

Create an email with a link to a Landing Zone, use the text "Contact Me" as the link text

Step 2.

1. Create a new blank email called ‘[Your Name] contact customer’

2. Type the following text “Request for contact. Please contact your customer below”

3. Insert a table with 3 rows and 2 columns.

4. Insert the following text into the table, including the custom links

5. Feel free to style this email (Fonts etc) however you like.

6. Save & Close.
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Step 3.

The Notification Trigger

The trigger is an action that is attached to a landing zone at campaign level. This will also
include the email that should be sent once that particular landing zone has been hit by a
contact, As well as details of who to send to and subject line etc.

1. Open your campaign and go to the landing zone tab.

2. Click on the attached landing zone pencil (this will open further options on the page)

Step 4.

3. Click ‘Add’ next to notifications grid.
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4. Fill in the form, selecting the notification email you created & Apply.

5. Now send yourself a test.
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Basic Follow Up Rule - User Guide

1. Create a new Campaign

2. Select an action type of Static or Refresh Non-Recurring

3. Attach your email
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4. Create a new Follow Up Rule

5. Click on the pencil to edit and setup the Follow Up Rules

6. Select one of the timing options or set for immediate
action
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7. Select the action you require

7.1. Please note: Follow Up Rules are based on ‘and’ commands by
default (i.e. it recognises multiple action trigger actions),but this
can be overruled by selecting the "Or Action" tick box.I.E the rule
can be based on a contact that opened the email ‘and’ click on a
linkor a contact that opened the email 'or' clicked on a link
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8. Now select what campaign to send; in this case we are
going to resend the same campaign email but with a
different subject line

9. Please note: You are able to set follow ups to send a
completely new campaign based upon a trigger action,
please refer to the advanced follow up guide for further
information.
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Advanced Follow ups - User Guide
Advanced follow ups allows you to bolt a series of campaigns together using a series of actions
completed or not completed

The below example gives you an Idea of how complex you can take your campaign, but this
really is just scratching the surface. We would recommend that any follow up, based campaigns
are carefully planned and recorded.

Campaign one

This is a standard campaign that can be setup as a refresh or static action type depending if you
want to feed extra contacts in
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The Email

Campaign One - The Trigger Action

We have set up two trigger actions here, based on the video link in the email
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Campaign One - Follow Up Video Hit

The time is set to a 1 hour delay

The action is based on the link specified being hit

The campaign to be sent is Campaign two (which was created prior to the master campaign)
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Campaign One - Follow Up 'Video Hit' not hit

The time is set to a 1 week delay

The action is based on the link specified being hit not

The campaign follow up is set to send the email again with the new subject line

Campaign Two
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Campaign Two is setup with a type of "Follow Up Campaign"

Note: the audience tab no longer appears as it is driven from the action of campaign one

Important Note:

All follow up campaign with a type of "Follow Up Campaign" must be initiated prior to
the Mast Campaign!

The Email
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Campaign Two - The Trigger Action

Campaign Two sends our recipients to Campaign Three; this contains a feedback survey based
on the last set of emails.

Campaign Three

Campaign Three now sends out a feedback survey based on Campaign Two's document hit
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With careful and strategic planning, you can continue to
add triggered campaigns making the overall campaign very
complex depending on your objectives.
Below is a couple of top level examples:

Campaign Four

Campaign four is sent as a thank you email based on the trigger action of Campaign Three's
survey being completed

Campaign Five

Campaign Five contains a bonus video that is sent to any one has completed the Profile form on
Campaign Four
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Campaign Six

Finally, Campaign six is sent out after six months after Campaign Four being sent
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